
Advantage Plus

Learn how to share titles with the shared collection
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OverDrive Advantage is designed 
for schools and public libraries 
that are members of a shared 

collection. 

With Advantage Plus, you can 
move and share titles from your 

Advantage collection to the 
shared collection.
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ADVANTAGE PLUS

+ Set up by the shared collection.

+ Move or share eligible titles from your collection with the shared 
collection.

+ Maintain priority on holds for your own users.

+ Set up a plan that determines title eligibility.

+ Share eligible titles automatically or review manually.

+ Improve title selection, availability and circulation for all members 
of the shared collection.
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How do we 
get started? 
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2

3

1 The shared collection enables Advantage Plus and selects settings.

Appropriate party creates an Advantage Plus Plan, based on settings. 

See improved title availability and circulation in your shared collection!
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o Members of the shared collection have individual 
budgets to purchase Advantage collections.

o Members contribute funds to the shared 
collection.

Most common scenario 

SHARED COLLECTION
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Enable Advantage Plus (shared collection)
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Advantage Plus details

Click to expand or collapse details.
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Enable Advantage Plus (shared collection) 
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Advantage Plus Menu (shared collection view) 
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2

3

1 The shared collection enables Advantage Plus and selects settings.

Appropriate party creates an Advantage Plus Plan, based on settings. 

See improved title availability and circulation in your shared collection!
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Make sure you sign into Marketplace 
with your Advantage username.
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Advantage Plus Menu (Advantage member view) 
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Setup for Advantage Plus plan (Advantage member) 
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Setup for Advantage Plus plan (Advantage member) 

Set up Advantage Plus 
criteria based on user 
demand, collection 

development policies, 
and/or scheduling.
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Setup for Advantage Plus plan (Advantage member) 

Set up Advantage Plus 
criteria based on user 
demand, collection 

development policies, 
and/or scheduling.
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Setup for Advantage Plus plan (Advantage member) 

Lending models that can be shared Lending models that cannot be shared

One Copy/One User Cost Per Circ

Metered Access (by checkout, time, or both) Simultaneous Use

Class Sets (Schools)
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Review titles in Advantage Plus plan (Advantage member)
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Review titles in Advantage Plus plan (Advantage member)
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2

3

1 The shared collection enables Advantage Plus and selects settings.

Appropriate party creates an Advantage Plus Plan, based on settings. 

See improved title availability and circulation in your shared collection!
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Improved title availability

Just by signing in,
all users in the shared 

collection have access to the 
titles you shared through

Advantage Plus!
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View reports

The Checkouts, Current holds, and Title status and usage reports, as well as Carts, will show the number 
of shared copies (Cons/Adv) in the “Adv Plus shared” column. 
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View updated title details for purchasing

Number of copies of this title 
that all Advantage members 
have shared with the shared 

collection.

Number of copies from your 
Advantage collection that have 
been shared with the shared 

collection.
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Resources

Learn more 

Marketplace Help - help.marketplace.overdrive.com

OverDrive Help - help.overdrive.com 

Resource Center - resources.overdrive.com

Contact us

Contact your Account Manager.

Training@overdrive.com. 

Follow us on social media.

Join our 
email list 

today!

https://help.marketplace.overdrive.com/home.htm
https://help.overdrive.com/
https://resources.overdrive.com/
mailto:Training@overdrive.com
https://pub.e.overdrive.com/sign-up?utm_source=company&_ga=2.10723828.1581504869.1575899275-80768d4a-1784-416d-88f7-f38e7025e86b
https://twitter.com/OverDriveLibs?ref_src=twsrc%5egoogle|twcamp%5eserp|twgr%5eauthor
https://www.facebook.com/OverDriveForLibraries/
https://www.pinterest.com/overdrivelibs/
https://www.instagram.com/overdrive_libs/?hl=en



